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Abstract
This report describes the successful factorization of
RSA moduli, by connecting to faulty TLS servers
which enable forward secrecy and which use an
insuﬃciently hardened RSA-CRT implementation.
The history of this particular RSA-CRT implementation defect is discussed, and the current state of
countermeasures is reviewed. Some familiarity with
the RSA cryptosystem and the Transport Layer Security protocol suite is assumed.

1

The RSA-CRT optimization

The RSA cryptosystem works in a ring Z/nZ.
Knowledge of the private key pq = n allows one to
construct a ring isomorphism between Z/nZ and
Z/pZ ⊕ Z/qZ.
√ In practice, both p and q are about the size of
n. The cost of RSA operations
grows quite a

bit faster than O (log n)2 , for typical implementations. Therefore, doing the computations in Z/pZ
and Z/qZ separately is more eﬃcient, even after
taking into account the cost of separating the input
and combining the result. (Not just are the moduli
much shorter, but the decryption exponent d can
be reduced as well, and many of the values needed
can be pre-computed during key generation.) This
optimization is usually called the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) optimization.

1.1

Arjen Lenstra’s CRT attack

A widely-cited memo by Arjen Lenstra [1] points
out a problem with this optimization in the sense
that it can lead to an additional side-channel attack. We summarize Lenstra’s observation below,
using slightly diﬀerent language.

With the CRT optimization, the bulk of the computation happens in the ring Z/pZ ⊕ Z/qZ. If a
fault happens during the computation of a RSA signature in exactly one of the components, say Z/pZ,
and the attacker gets hold of that faulty signature
y, and the attacker knows the original value x which
is being signed, then
1 < gcd(y e − x, n) < n

(1)

over the integers, where e is the public RSA exponent and a suitable integer representative for y e
(mod n) has been chosen. This means that the
greatest common divisor reveals a prime factor of
n.
Here is why this works, assuming such a fault
has occurred: The ring isomorphism ϕ : Z/nZ →
Z/pZ ⊕ Z/qZ behind the CRT optimization can be
realized as the reduction modulo p and q in the respective components. Assume ϕ(y) = (yp , yq ) for
a signature y which is faulty in the component yp ,
then ϕ(y e ) = (ype , yqe ): the fault is still restricted
to the ﬁrst component. Writing the original valueto-be-signed x in the form ϕ(x) = (xep , xeq ), we see
that
ϕ(y e − x) = (a, 0)
for some a ∈ Z/pZ. But this means that any representative of y e − x modulo n is a multiple of q.
If the representative is less than n (which is always
possible to arrange), the greatest common divisor
of y e − x with n is q, revealing the factorization.

1.2

Faults enabling Lenstra’s attack

The nature of the fault which aﬀects the CRT optimization can take various forms:
1. The arbitrary precision integer library used by
the RSA implementation could have a defect
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that causes it to produce incorrect results (see
CVE-2014-3570 in [2], although the practical
impact of this particular defect is minimal, as
explained in the security advisory).
2. There could be a race condition involving data
access from multiple threads in an unsynchronized fashion.
3. The arithmetic unit in the CPU could produce
incorrect results, either in a deterministic fashion for some inputs (as described in [3]), or
randomly due to some environmental conditions (perhaps after overheating, as a result of
its extensive use during an RSA operation).

Implementation
cryptlib 3.4.2
GnuPG 1.4.18
GNUTLS
Go 1.4.1
libgcrypt 1.6.2
Nettle 3.0.0
NSS
ocaml-nocrypto 0.5.1
OpenJDK 8
OpenSSL 1.0.1l
OpenSwan 2.6.44
PolarSSL 1.3.9

Veriﬁcation
disabled by default
yes
see libgcrypt and Nettle
no
no
no
yes
no
yes (see text)
yes (see section 1.3.1)
no
no

Table 1: RSA-CRT and signature veriﬁcation

4. Critical parts of the private key could have
been corrupted after all the integrity checks
(if any) have been performed (see [4]), causing
all future signatures to reveal the private key.

(notably GnuPG and OpenSSL) introduced hardening against Lenstra’s RSA-CRT attack (because
it was used in the RSA part of the Klima/Rosa
attack). It has been conjectured that this kind of
5. CPU caches, other caches, or main memory
hardening is no longer relevant (see [5] for a recould be defective and introduce bit errors into
cent example), at least not in the context of nonintermediate results.
smartcard implementations, so we examined the
If the target is a smartcard (or other device which state of current implementations.
Table 1 shows the result of a source code review
is supposed to prevent even its owner from accessof
the major free-software RSA implementations.
ing the private key material), other forms of faults
The
versions reviewed were the most recent stamay be relevant, typically deliberately introduced
ble
versions
available at the time of review. All
by someone who has physical access to the device.
of
them
implemented
the RSA-CRT optimization.
We are eventually interested in faults in TLS impleThe
table
reﬂects
the
default upstream implemenmentations where we do not have physical access,
tation
only
and
does
not
cover alternative RSA imwhich is why we did not consider these additional
plementations
which
may
have been installed using
faults further.
a plug-in mechanism (which is an optional feature
oﬀered by several of the cryptographic libraries sur1.3 Countermeasures
veyed).
Cryptlib supports checking after CRT-based
The obvious countermeasure is to verify the core
RSA
signing operations, but the conﬁguration oprectness of the signature y by checking y ≡ x
tion
which
controls this functionality is disabled by
(mod n), using arithmetic in Z/nZ (without the
default.
The
cryptlib author reports in [7] that “enCRT optimization). This is already alluded to
abling
this
option”
for general protection against
in [1]. This veriﬁcation step is relatively cheap comside-channel
attacks
“will slow down all private-key
pared to the signing operation itself because the
operations
by
up
to
10%”. The post-signing check
public encryption exponent is typically e = 65537,
is
deliberately
included
among the general protecwhich is much shorter than the private exponent
tion
mechanisms,
so
it
is
disabled by default as well.
(even with the CRT optimization in place). The
NSS simply reports an error to the caller if a
diﬀerence is even more pronounced with the other
signature fails to verify immediately after its compopular choice, e = 3,
In response to Klima and Rosa’s attack on the putation. We think this is the best way to deal
secret key storage in some implementations of with this situation.
OpenPGP [4], several RSA-CRT implementations
OpenJDK was ﬁxed prior to publication, in re2

sponse to this research, under the vulnerability
identiﬁer CVE-2015-0478 [6].

2

RSA use in TLS

Traditionally, SSL 3.0 and all TLS versions up
to 1.2 ([10], the current version) require that the
server performs an RSA decryption of a client1.3.1 Countermeasures in OpenSSL
supplied challenge as part of the handshake, thus
authenticating the server to the client. But this
The OpenSSL case is slightly complicated because approach does not work if the server uses an X.509
this library performs a veriﬁcation and re-computes certiﬁcate which does not embed an encryptionthe signature without the CRT optimization if a capable public key. (Historically, such keys were
fault has been detected. We believe that this poses DSA keys.) To use such keys, SSL 3.0 provides
no immediate danger—Lenstra’s attack on RSA- a diﬀerent authentication mechanism: the server
CRT certainly does not work even if a second fault signs a message containing, among other things, a
occurs because of the unoptimized second compu- client-supplied random string (to ensure freshness)
tation. Depending on the nature of the faults, this and parameters for establishing a session key uscould conceivably still reveal the key over time, but ing an instance of the Diﬃe-Hellman key agreement
several thousand faulty signatures are needed for scheme.
current key sizes [1, 8], each one preceded by an
It was then noticed that it is possible to pretend
RSA-CRT fault. As shown in [8], it is possible to that RSA keys do not support encryption, and use
construct a faulty CPU which indeed leaks keys their signing capabilities only, just as one would
in this way, which is why there are some linger- do with a DSA key. This protocol tweak has the
ing concerns about the reliability of the OpenSSL property that as long as there is no practical oﬄine
hardening.
attack on the Diﬃe-Hellman variant being used,
There may also be OpenSSL variants in cir- it is not possible to recover the plaintext of TLS
culation which omit RSA-CRT veriﬁcation alto- sessions even if the server private key is leaked after
gether, either because they have been patched, or a the fact, which is why this protocol variant goes
completely diﬀerent RSA implementation has been by the somewhat pompous name Perfect Forward
swapped in, using the OpenSSL plug-in mecha- Secrecy, or just forward secrecy.
This protocol change opens up RSA keys to
nism. The comments in the preceding paragraph
apply only to current (1.0.1l) upstream sources and Lenstra’s attack, assuming that the underlying
RSA-CRT implementation lacks appropriate checkthe rsa_eay.c implementation.
ing. (The Diﬃe-Hellman variant used for session
key negotiation does not matter here.)
Recall that Lenstra’s attack needs knowledge of
1.4 RSA blinding
the value x which has been signed, in addition to
the corrupted signature y. This means that a deterSince Lenstra has described his attack, RSA imple- ministic padding scheme is required for the attack
mentations have started to follow additional rec- to work. Curiously, SSL 3.0 and all versions of TLS
ommendations, particularly as a form of harden- up to 1.2 use a variant of the fully deterministic
ing against timing attacks. One common hard- PKCS #1 version 1.5 RSA signature padding [11].
ening measure is RSA blinding [9], which multi- Versions up to TLS 1.1 concatenate the MD5 and
plies the value-to-be-signed with a random number SHA-1 hash of the message and do not include the
before computing the signature and compensates DER-encoded OID of the digest algorithm. TLS
for this additional factor afterwards (details vary). 1.2 added digest algorithm negotiation, switched
But no matter how RSA blinding is actually imple- to a standard digest algorithm (no more concatemented, it will not propagate a computation error nation of two digests), and includes the OID in the
which aﬀects only one CRT component to the other padding.
component (again, this is a consequence of the ring
But the key point remains: These schemes are all
isomorphism ϕ), and RSA blinding does not stop deterministic. There have been discussions to use
Lenstra’s attack.
randomized padding schemes for RSA signatures in
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TLS (predominantly RSASSA-PSS [12]), and the
new negotiation capabilities in TLS 1.2 would have
provided a backwards-compatible way to introduce
them. It is surprising that this has not happened.
The actual key recovery attack can be described
in very simple terms: establish a TLS session, negotiate forward secrecy, and watch out for a miscomputed signature. If a signature mismatch is
detected, attempt Lenstra’s attack to recover the
RSA private key. Figure 1 shows the patch we
used to experimentally validate that the approach
works. The patch introduces the fault (the time
dependency will be used in section 4) and removes
OpenSSL’s countermeasure against faults during
the RSA-CRT computation.

3

The experiment

As explained above, implementers no longer
consider hardening RSA-CRT signing operations
against faults a necessity. The increased deployment of TLS with forward secrecy provides a way
to test if this decision is reasonable: We implemented a crawler which performs TLS handshakes
and looks for miscomputed RSA signatures. We
ran this crawler for several months.
The intention behind this conﬁguration is to
spread the load as widely as possible. We did
not want to target particular servers because that
might have been viewed as a denial-of-service attack by individual server operators. We assumed
that if a vulnerable implementation is out in the
wild and it is somewhat widespread, this experimental setup still ensures the collection of a fair
number of handshake samples to show its existence.
We believe this approach—probing many installations across the Internet, as opposed to stressing a
few in a lab—is a novel way to discover side-channel
vulnerabilities which has not been attempted before.

3.1

Setup

The crawler ran in two instances:
• One instance used the OpenSSL 1.0.1k-3 Debian package, recompiled to add back SSL
3.0 support (to reduce the amount of spurious handshake failures). It ran on a Debian 8
operating system (amd64 architecture).

• Another instance ran on Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 7.1, using the OpenSSL packages with
versions 1.0.1e-42.el7_1.6 and later (which
reject weak Diﬃe-Hellman primes).
An OpenSSL function, SSL_set_msg_callback,
is used to install a callback function which OpenSSL invokes after processing handshake messages.
This enables the crawler to run with an unmodiﬁed
OpenSSL library (and will make it possible to rerun the experiment in the future, potentially with
a diﬀerent OpenSSL version). The callback function is invoked even in the presence of handshake
failures.
We chose to include cipher suites without forward secrecy in the client hello message, to make it
somewhat less obvious to server operators what we
were after in this experiment. The crawler advertised TLS 1.2 support, but would retry connections
with TLS 1.0 and SSL 3.0 in response to certain
handshake failures.
Three diﬀerent forms of target selection were
used:
1. Domain-based target selection. The domain
list consisted of a manually curated list of critical domains, plus Hubert Kario’s domain list
used in his TLS scans [13]. We also included
domain names from a subset of the certiﬁcates documented by the Rapid7 Sonar SSL
scans [14]. Later on, we added host names extracted from certiﬁcate transparency logs [15],
too.
The total set of targets had 25 million host
names (and IP addresses), and we saw handshakes with forward secrecy for 8 million of
these targets. We conducted about 1.7 billion
TLS handshakes in total, of which 1.4 billion
involved forward secrecy.
2. IP-based target selection. We used IP addresses extracted from the same Rapid7 Sonar
SSL scans. We also experimented with the
University of Michigan ZMap data [16], but
the published data was not current at the time
we noticed its availability.1
1 Originally, the published ZMap/zgrab data did not include the client hello and the complete ServerKeyExchange
message, so the TLS traces do not contain suﬃcient information to attempt key recovery. The ZMap team has since
switched to publishing more complete data.
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The consolidated target set contained 32 million IP addresses, of which 10 million responded with a forward secrecy handshake.
Here, the number of TLS handshakes was
around 3.8 billion, of which 3.4 billion had forward secrecy enabled.
3. Certiﬁcate-based target selection. We selected
targets based on X.509 certiﬁcate properties,
mainly vendor strings. There were 26,000 targets in that category, with about 40 million forward secrecy handshakes combined, yielding a
high number of such handshakes per target.
In both cases, we switched, after a few probing
runs over the entire target set, to the subset of
targets which performed a TLS handshake which
involved a ServerKeyExchange message (because
that is the only way a key leak could occur).
We assumed that the ﬁrst option would yield better results: Port scanning, without domain names,
should no longer be fully eﬀective because some
TLS servers require a valid Server Name Indication
before they complete the TLS handshake. But this
turned out not to be the case, and the second approach was far more eﬀective. As the results below
show, most of the aﬀected devices were not in the
browser PKI. They do not even contain a matching host name in their X.509 certiﬁcates, and do
not show up in the certiﬁcate transparency logs.
In addition, for the domain-based approach,
DNS resolution turned out to be a major bottleneck. We used the PowerDNS recursor on the
same machine, conﬁgured to cache records aggressively (mostly by increasing the cache size and
ignoring server-provided TTL values). However,
this caching was only eﬀective while we were using a smaller set of host names, and we eventually
had to cache name resolution results in an SQLite
database, completely bypassing TTL values.

3.2

Key recovery implementation

nature value x is formed by applying PKCS#1 version 1.5 padding to the appropriate digest value, as
required by the TLS protocol.
The dominating operation in equation (1) is the
public RSA operation, y e . Therefore, the key recovery computation is slightly more costly than verifying an RSA signature.
Key recovery can fail for various reasons:
1. If the signature is not actually faulty, then
y e ≡ x (mod n), and the handshake failed for
other reasons.
2. If the signature has faults in both CRT components, the greatest common divisor gcd(y e −
x, n) will be 1, and not reveal a factorization.
(a) The public key in the X.509 certiﬁcate
and the private RSA key used to create
the signature do not match: The private
RSA key is internally consistent, and no
fault occurs during signature computation. The signature is just for the wrong
public key, and cannot be veriﬁed against
the public key in the X.509 certiﬁcate.
(b) Multiple faults occur during a RSA-CRT
computation, aﬀecting all CRT components and not just one.
(c) A fault occurred, but the RSA-CRT optimization was not used to compute the
signature as it is disclosed to the client.
(This case includes the OpenSSL fallback
scenario, discussed in section 1.3.1 and
[8].)
(d) The ServerKeyExchange message was
corrupted after the signature was computed (perhaps during transmission over
the Internet).
(e) The signature was computed correctly,
using the expected key, but over the
wrong digest. This can happen if the digest was miscomputed on the server side,
or earlier handshake messages were corrupted so that the client computes the
wrong expected digest.

If OpenSSL reports any handshake failure, the
RSA signature is extracted from the ServerKeyExchange handshake message using a customExcept in the last case, y e will not have valid
written partial TLS parser. A key recovery based
PKCS#1 version 1.5 padding.
on equation (1) is attempted: y is the extracted
signature, e and n are extracted from the X.509
We discuss key recovery failures in more detail in
certiﬁcate sent by the server, and the expected sig- section 3.4.
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3.3

Results

Table 2 summarizes the results of the crawler.
“Vendor” refers to the putative device maker; see
below for a description how devices were attributed
to speciﬁc vendors.
The counts in the “Keys” column is based on the
number of distinct RSA moduli (and not full X.509
certiﬁcates, or device or IP address counts).
The “PKI” column indicates whether the public key was signed by a certiﬁcate authority which
is part of the browser PKI; “expired” means the
certiﬁcate was expired at time of factorization.
The “Rate” column indicates how often the key
leaked; most key leaks were seen multiple times, but
the rate varied from one-time leaks (“very low”), to
the occasional odd handshake (“low”) to the majority of handshakes (“high”; at this point, faults
prevent leaks by happening in both CRT components at the same time), or even all handshakes
(“always”). The location in the “Geo” column was
determined based on WHOIS data.
3.3.1

Discussion of individual key leaks

The two keys leaked ﬁrst were used by the same
organization, on devices with neighboring IP addresses. An investigation with the help of the
certiﬁcate authority and the system administrator
showed that the keys were stored in the same hardware accelerator card of a TLS-terminating load
balancer, a Citrix Netscaler device. The load balancer was quite old and was already scheduled for
replacement. This replacement happened after we
contacted the system administrator, and the certiﬁcates were reissued.
The next key leak we observed was from a device made by Hillstone Networks. The ﬁrst leaked
key of this kind was picked up by accident during our domain-based crawler runs. The certiﬁcate was self-signed, and the subject distinguished
name in the X.509 certiﬁcate contained the strings
“Hillstone Networks” and “SG-6000”. Further
probing based on this vendor name identiﬁed more
than 200 additional public keys whose private key
leaked. Devices with the “DCFW-1800” string in
their X.509 certiﬁcates are from them same manufacturer and are included in these counts. Hillstone
Networks as since release a ﬁrmware update [17] to
correct this issue.

Vendor
Citrix
Hillstone
Networks

Alteon/
Nortel
Viprinet
QNO
ZyXEL

BEJY
Fortinet

Keys
2
231
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
4
1
1
2
1
7
1
2
1
5
1
1
1
1

Geo
DE
CN
CZ
PL
TH
US
US
US
NL
CN
TW
AT
CH
DE
DK
FR
IE
IT
NL
SE
UK
US
DE
US
IN

PKI
yes
no
no
no
no
no
expired
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no

Rate
medium
low
low
low
low
low
high
high
always
medium
medium
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low (?)
very low
very low

Table 2: Crawler results
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The key leaks attributed to an Alteon/Nortel device occured from two IP addresses on the
same subnet, and because of that proximity and
the similarity in behavior, we assumed it was
a single device.
Only one of the certiﬁcates
embedded the string “Alteon/Nortel Generated
Certificate”, on which the attribution is based.
For both IP addresses failure rate was so high that
the TLS implementation was unable to complete
the majority of handshakes successfully. The validity periods of the the X.509 certiﬁcates suggest
that they were generated many years ago. If the
key is still loaded into the same device on which
it was generated, these two keys were leaked by an
old piece of equipment, like those from the Citrix
device.
In the case of the Viprinet device, the key
was apparently corrupted in memory or in persistent storage because the RSA signature in every
ServerKeyExchange message generated by the device exposes the RSA private key. (This is similar
to what happens in case of the Klima/Rosa attack
[4].) See section 3.4.3 for another defect related to
this vendor.
The devices made by QNO Technology were ﬁrst
identiﬁed using the second probing approach (based
on IP addresses), followed by further tests targeting a subset of addresses based on X.509 certiﬁcate
properties (on which the attribution is based).
The ZyXEL devices we observed were discovered
in the same way. The Common Name attribute
in their X.509 certiﬁcates started with “zw110” or
“nxc2500”. ZyXEL conﬁrmed [18] that they had
already addressed this issue in a ﬁrmware update
in March 2013, but as a functionality defect and
not as a security vulnerability.
BEJY is a proprietary, custom Java implementation of RSA, TLS, and HTTP/HTTPS, which is
not based on the usual Java cryptographic frameworks (JCE and JSSE). The server operator ﬁxed
the code rather quickly, and we only saw a single
key leak. This particular code base does not appear to be widely used, although JAR ﬁles with
the server code can be downloaded for free.
The Fortinet devices identiﬁed themselves with
a Common Name starting with “FG300B”. We observed just two key leaks from two diﬀerent devices,
in over 90 million TLS handshakes with forward
secrecy, across many diﬀerent devices with similar certiﬁcates. Clearly, the TLS implementation

lacked RSA-CRT hardening, but beyond that, it
was unclear what was happening.
3.3.2

A note on interpreting the results

Various versions of the crawler ran over a time period of nine months. As a result, lots of handshakes
were analyzed, but at 200 handshakes per second
on average, the number of handshakes is still just a
negligible fraction of all TLS handshakes on the Internet during that time period. Very close to publication of this report, we picked up one case with
an extremely low key leak rate (Fortinet) by sheer
luck, and other such cases may exist as well.
In all likelihood, the distribution between vendors and countries shown in table 2 does not accurately reﬂect the actual distribution of devices
which leak RSA keys in this way. In order for the
crawler to pick up the device at all, a few requirements need to be met:
1. The device must implement TLS.
2. It must oﬀer a TLS service on port 443/TCP.
3. This TLS service must be accessible to the general Internet.
The third item is not just a property of the device, but also depends on how the device is deployed
in the ﬁeld. An Internet service provider that installs customer premises equipment with a worldaccessible HTTPS management interface on port
443/TCP can easily shift these numbers, and some
of the observations in table 2 may be the result of
that.
3.3.3

A common root cause?

Citrix [19], Hillstone Networks [20], and
ZyXEL [18] conﬁrmed that they use Cavium
as a hardware supplier.
Documentation [21]
from Radware (the company that acquired the
Alteon/Nortel product lines) suggests that they
use this that they use this supplier as well,
but we could not conﬁrm that the referenced
documentation actually applied to the device we
observed.
In case of Hillstone Networks and ZyXEL, Cavium supplied custom versions of OpenSSL, which
are not available to the general public in source
7

code form. Both vendors disabled the hardware
acceleration in order to prevent the key leak and to
re-enable the RSA-CRT hardening present in the
OpenSSL upstream version.
Cavium kindly provided us with the following
statement [22]:

It is still necessary to guess the public encryption
exponent e. We tried the values 3, 17, and 65537.
The latter makes the computation of the greatest
common divisor in (2) somewhat cumbersome, but
it is well within reach of modern systems.
y e − x and y 0e − x0 should be (pseudo-)random
multiples of n (otherwise, this might point to a ﬂaw
Cavium has issued a patch and notiin the RSA cryptosystem), which means that the
ﬁed all customers (CVE-2015-5738) that
respective cofactors of n are relatively prime with
are using older SDK 2.x Cavium Crypprobability 6π −2 . (This result goes back to Dirichtographic Software under Linux on older
let, see exercise 4.5.2(10) in [23].) Consequently,
OCTEON II CN6xxx Hardware with dethere is a good chance that (2) is, in fact, an equaltails of the vulnerability. OCTEON II
ity. The greatest common divisor with additional
running Simple Exec (SE-S) applications
pairs can be computed to make sure that the inand OCTEON III CN7xxx processors are
ferred value of n is indeed the right one.
not aﬀected.
We did not fully automate this process because
our main goal here was to weed out known causes
The relationship of QNO or Fortinet with this of miscomputed signatures. The handshake failure
hardware supplier is unknown. Viprinet and BEJY due to this misconﬁguration is harmless because
do not use this supplier.
it does not leak the private key, and so it does not
warrant further consideration as part of this report.

3.4

Other faulty signatures

In addition to faulty signatures which resulted in
recovery of the private key, we saw faulty signatures were key recovery failed. As explained in section 3.2, there are several potential causes. We
attempted to attribute these failures to speciﬁc
causes.

3.4.2

Accidental factors of a corrupted public key

We observed one rather peculiar factorization of a
RSA modulus, involving factor 23. What happened
was that the public key in the X.509 certiﬁcate was
corrupted in some (there was a bit ﬂip, according to
the server operator), and equation (1) accidentally
revealed the factor 23. The corrupted modulus had
3.4.1 Public/private key mismatch
other small factors, too, and a large composite facIn this scenario, the server public key, as contained tor with an unknown factorization.
Even if a complete factorization of the corrupted
in its X.509 certiﬁcate sent during the TLS handshake, does not match the private key which is used modulus had leaked, this would not have been useto compute the signature, but apart from that, the ful for attacking the correct modulus. The server
had RSA-CRT hardening, so a key leak was not
signature is computed correctly.
We used the following approach to recover the possible, but the operator quickly retired the depublic key n from two faulty signatures (x, y), fective server and replaced the X.509 certiﬁcate as
(x0 , y 0 ), where x, x0 are the expected padded values a precaution.
over which the signature is computed, and y, y 0 are
the server-provided signatures. Assuming the RSA 3.4.3 No-op RSA
signatures have been computed correctly using the
same private key, n | y e − x and n | y 0e − x0 , so that Several deployed VPN devices whose certiﬁcates
suggest they were manufactured by Viprinet conn | gcd(y e − x, y 0e − x0 ),
(2) sistently generate ServerKeyExchange messages
where the RSA signature is unencrypted. That is,
computed over Z. (If our assumption about correct x = y and e = d = 1 for the computation, although
computation was incorrect, the greatest common the X.509 certiﬁcate says that the public exponent
divisor will likely be 1 or a small integer, see below.) is 65537. This defect leads to an interoperability
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failure with properly behaving clients, but it does
not leak the server private key.
If this is not the result of memory implementation, but of a defect in the TLS implementation
which uses this no-op RSA variant, and this TLS
implementation is used on both ends, TLS will not
provide any cryptographic protection.
3.4.4

Zero RSA

Some servers occasionally or consistently produce
ServerKeyExchange messages which contain RSA
signatures which are zero. Encoding of the number zero varied. In some cases, zero or one bytes
were transmitted. Sometimes the length of the signature matched the size of the RSA modulus. The
latter suggests that the server implementation may
have omitted the copy of the computed signature.
This could happen if RSA-CRT hardening detects
a faulty signature, does not write the result to a
caller-provided buﬀer, returns an error. If the caller
is defective and ignores RSA signature computation
failures, it may then proceed to send out the unwritten buﬀer.

Browser
Chromium
37.0.2062.120-1~deb7u1

Iceweasel 31.4.0esr-1~deb7u1
Internet Explorer

11.0.9600.17498/11.0.15

Firefox 31.0
Firefox 32.0
..
.

Firefox 37.0
Firefox 38.0
w3m 0.5.3-8

Behavior
silent retry
silent retry
limited retry
silent retry
limited retry
..
.
limited retry
failure
failure

Table 3: Browser behavior in response to server
signature failures

sion 31.0 and 32.0, Firefox switched from an unconditional retry on this particular error to reporting a failure (with a “Try Again” button, though).
However, the error is only reported on subsequent
connection attempts during the same browser session. Even in version 32.0 (and later versions up
to 37.0), Firefox silently retries a second time if
the error happens during the initial connection attempt. (We believe this behavior is not related
4 Browser behavior
to TLS session resumption, but caused by a cache
introduced to reduce protocol downgrades due to
This section presents a curious observation which network glitches.) Beginning with version 38.0,
is only peripherally related to the main results.
Firefox always reports handshake failures due to
The timing dependency in our corrupted faulty ServerKeyExchange signatures (with a “Try
OpenSSL version (see ﬁgure 1) gives clients who Again” button).
retry on handshake error a second chance. Most
The tested version of Internet Explorer shows the
web browsers perform such second tries to in- reverse retry behavior: Initial connections with a
crease compatibility, reducing security at the same faulty signature fail, but if an unsuccessful session
time (“insecure protocol downgrade”). To see resumption attempt leads to a full handshake with
what this means in the presence of corrupted a faulty signature, Internet Explorer silently retries
forward secrecy signatures, we checked several the connection, covering up the signing error.
web browsers against the example web server in
We need to stress here that all these behavioral
OpenSSL (“openssl s_server -www”).
variants in browsers are not themselves vulnerabilThe results are shown in table 3. Most of the ities. But these silent retries help to hide the fact
tested browsers are binaries provided by Debian. that the server signing operation is vulnerable to
The Firefox binaries are oﬃcial builds from Mozilla. Lenstra’s attack.
Neither the Iceweasel nor the Firefox binaries use
the system NSS library. The test system was a Debian 7.8 amd64 installation, except for the Internet 5 Impact on other protocols
Explorer test, where a German version of Windows
8.1 (updated to the January 2015 version) was used. The RSA cryptosystem is used in other protocols
Most of the tested browsers hide server prob- besides TLS, and deterministic padding schemes
lems in the TLS signing operation. Between ver- such as PKCS #1 version 1.5 are widely used. How9

ever, some protocols make key leaks from miscomputed RSA signatures invisible to passive observers.

5.1

IPsec

scribed ﬁrst, and that fault-based side-channel attacks can be relevant even in scenarios where the
attacker does not have physical access to the device.
Several factors had to contribute to make this
attack possible, namely:

The majority of the leaked keys aﬀected devices
whose X.509 certiﬁcates suggested they are used
1. Many RSA implementations still do not verify
as VPN gateways. Some operating modes for
signatures that have been computed with the
IPsec-based VPN gateways use RSA, and until reCRT optimization.
cently [24], there was not a standard option in the
Internet Key Exchange (IKE) to avoid determinis2. TLS with forward secrecy uses RSA signatures
tic signatures when RSA keys are used. Therefore,
with deterministic padding, which are, in prinit is conceivable that IPsec VPN gateways with
ciple, vulnerable to Lenstra’s attack.
faulty RSA implementations leak private key material not just over their web front ends, but also
through IKE (that is, as part of regular IPsec op3. A campaign is under way to deploy forward
eration). Due to the early use of a Diﬃe-Hellman
secrecy in TLS more widely, in eﬀect making
key exchange in IKE protocol, such key leaks may
more servers potentially vulnerable to this atnot be visible to passive observers, only to those
tack.
actively participating in the handshake.
Most VPN devices will not expose the admin4. Browsers cover up faulty server-computed
istrative front end to the public Internet, which
RSA signatures, hiding even fairly high error
means that the results presented in section 3.3
rates.
likely underestimate the number of aﬀected VPN
devices and the range of vendors. Further research,
The net eﬀect is that a passive observer with visusing a diﬀerent crawler implementation, might be
ibility into global Internet traﬃc is likely able to
able to settle this question.
recover quite a few RSA keys in a completely nonattributable fashion.
5.2 SSH
Initially, we suspected that these puzzle pieces
ﬁt
together in a rather strange manner. But disLike IPsec, SSH performs a Diﬃe-Hellman key excussions
with TLS library implementers showed
change early in the protocol, so active participation
they
assumed
that they had good reasons to avoid
in the handshake is required to observe key leaks.
adding the check to RSA-CRT-based signing. The
campaign for Perfect Forward Secrecy is likely
5.3 DNSSEC
based on its compelling name, and not on a careDue to its use of oﬄine signatures, DNSSEC is less ful analysis of the security trade-oﬀs involved. The
exposed than other RSA-using protocols. Further- browser fallback behavior appears just to be an unmore, it is recommended practice to check zone ﬁles related accident.
In the short term, implementing a checked RSAfor consistency and cryptographic correctness prior
CRT
signing operation, like NSS or even OpenSSL
to publication. A key-leaking RSA signature would
already
do (despite some theoretical concerns about
be noticed at this step, and prevent publication of
the
eﬀectiveness
in the case of OpenSSL), seems a
the zone.
very reasonable hardening measure. Longer term,
TLS should perhaps switch to a non-deterministic
signature scheme like RSASSA-PSS. However, none
6 Conclusion
of these measures will help those operators who
This report shows that it is still possible to use have been using unchecked RSA-CRT implemenLenstra’s attack to recover RSA private keys, al- tations for years, and are now wondering if their
most two decades after the attack has been de- RSA private keys have already leaked.
10
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diff --git a/crypto/rsa/rsa_eay.c b/crypto/rsa/rsa_eay.c
index 3e08fe7..87c1f09 100644
--- a/crypto/rsa/rsa_eay.c
+++ b/crypto/rsa/rsa_eay.c
@@ -844,6 +844,17 @@ static int RSA_eay_mod_exp(BIGNUM *r0, const BIGNUM *I, RSA *rsa, BN_CTX *ctx)
if (!rsa->meth->bn_mod_exp(m1,r1,dmq1,rsa->q,ctx,
rsa->_method_mod_q)) goto err;
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

// Occasionally inject a fault.
{
static time_t last;
time_t current = time(NULL);
if (current - last > 5) {
last = current;
BN_add_word(m1, 0x80);
printf("Fault injected.\n");
}
}

+

if (rsa->e && rsa->n)
if (rsa->e && rsa->n && 0)
{
if (!rsa->meth->bn_mod_exp(vrfy,r0,rsa->e,rsa->n,ctx,rsa->_method_mod_n)) goto err;
/* If 'I' was greater than (or equal to) rsa->n, the operation

/* compute I mod p */
if (!(rsa->flags & RSA_FLAG_NO_CONSTTIME))
{
@@ -897,7 +908,7 @@ static int RSA_eay_mod_exp(BIGNUM *r0, const BIGNUM *I, RSA *rsa, BN_CTX *ctx)
if (!BN_mul(r1,r0,rsa->q,ctx)) goto err;
if (!BN_add(r0,r1,m1)) goto err;

Figure 1: Patch to inject a RSA-CRT-related fault into OpenSSL for testing purposes
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